Evaluation of the Practicality and Effectiveness of Microcontroller-Based Robotics Trainers as Learning Media
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Abstract: The development of robotics technology occurred very rapidly in the industrial era of 4.0. Human interest in robot development is getting higher, and research related to robotics is increasingly emerging. One of these developments is the research of learning media, one of which is a robotics trainer. A robot is a mechanical device that can perform physical tasks, either using human supervision and control or using a program that has been logged in in the form of artificial intelligence. Based on this, a research study aimed to determine the stages of developing a microcontroller-based robotics trainer media as a learning medium at Universitas Negeri Makassar and producing a robotics trainer media that is valid, practical, and effective. The research method used is Research and Development (R&D) with the 4D development model theory, namely (1) defining, (2) designing, (3) development, (4) spreading. This study indicates that the microcontroller-based robotics trainer media developed on the media and material aspects are in the very right category to be used. The media trainer’s implementation received student responses in the practical class in its use, and the results of student test scores after the performance had increased to be in the high category. The conclusion of these data states that the microcontroller-based robotics trainer media that has been developed is declared valid/suitable for use and practical and effective in its use.
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1. Introduction

The era of the 4.0 generation industrial revolution is characterized by increased connectivity, interaction and development of digital systems, artificial intelligence, and virtual. With the increasing convergence of boundaries between people, machines and other resources, information and communication technology certainly impact on various sectors of life [1], [2]. One of them is the impact on the educator system. Education is a process that happens to every human being. Naturally, humans grow and develop from the womb until death, undergoing a step-by-step process [3]. Similarly, the events of the universe were created by God through a level-by-level process. So, education plays a role in shaping the good or bad of human beings according to normative measures. Realizing this, the government is very serious about improving the education system, because with a good education system is expected to emerge the next generation of qualified and able to adjust to the life of society, nation, and state. Education in the sense of being a conscious effort to prepare learners through mentoring, teaching, and/or training activities for their role in the

future. Even the notion of education is broader as an activity and phenomenon.

Learning as a process is a system that involves various parts such as educators, students, teaching materials, learners, learning resources, learning media, and methods [4]. The success of learning is determined if the learning can develop the potentials that students have, so that students can benefit directly in their personal development. The responsibility of learning success lies in the hands of a teacher [5]. This means that a teacher should make every effort to organize the learning process in such a way that the necessary components of the learning can interact between all components. The success of a learning process is determined by several components that affect it. These components include objectives, teachers, students, methods, media (facilities and infrastructure), as well as evaluation and all components are interconnected so that it is easy to achieve the goals to be achieved.

An era of rapid technological and educational change, and adapting and responding to changes that require new knowledge, skills, and dispositions. Such diversity means that teachers’ work is in flux, and the teaching and learning process must be flexible and adaptive to support the process of change [6]. The rapid development of science and technology today, has brought about a very rapid change in various aspects of life. Jobs and the way we work is changing, a lot of jobs are missing, while different types of new jobs are popping up. Economic, social, and cultural changes are also occurring at a high rate. In this very dynamic time, universities must respond quickly and appropriately. Learning transformation is needed to be able to equip and prepare higher education graduates in order to become a superior generation [7]. A generation that is responsive and ready to face the challenges of its time, without being divorced from the cultural roots of its people.

Vocational education is basically an education to develop or drive economic activities, because vocational education is designed to meet the needs of the job market and this will contribute positively to the productive world of work that produces goods and commodities that have economic value, then collectively a productive workforce capable of producing goods of accumulative value will drive the wheels of the economy and this affects national economic growth [8], [9].

Learning materials in learning is one of the components that must exist, because learning materials are several components that must be studied, observed, studied, and made materials that will be mastered by students and at the same time can provide instructions to learn them [10]. Without learning materials, learning will not produce anything. Learning Materials are external factors that can be supported by internal motivation to learn. One of the learning events that can influence learning activities by including learning materials in the activity. Formally designed learning materials complete, in the sense that there are adequate media and learning resources will have an impact on learning the learning process that occurs in students to be more optimal. Well-designed learning materials with interesting content and illustrations will stimulate students to use learning materials as learning materials or as learning resources.

Learning media is an important component in supporting the learning process. The existence of learning media will make it easier for lecturers to deliver learning materials and students easier to learn. This learning media can be reproduced/produced that aims to make the resulting learning media can be applied to students. Charles Prosser, believes that science cannot be moved from one field of learning to another, and learning will be effective if implemented specifically and directly on the problem [11]. Charles Prosser distinguishes between general secondary education and vocational secondary education. Charles Prosser also introduced schools for work, where students are brought in to learn exercises and projects such as real working conditions in the industry [12].

A robot that is one of the electro-mechanical or biomechanical equipment, or a combination of equipment that produces autonomous movement or movement based on movement ordered using a programming language that is widely used in today's industry. Robots are usually programmed to perform repetitive work (loops) and have mechanisms guided by automatic control [13], [14]. While robotics is basically a science that learns about robots, so Robotic or robotics has the definition of a branch of technology related to the design, construction, operation, structural disposition, manufacture, and application of robots. Robotics is related to the science of electronics, machinery, mechanics, and computer software [15], [16]. Learning media on the market tends to be very common, so it is less supportive of students' use as a teaching medium in the learning process. In addition, students do not yet have a working step module in the learning process of teaching robotics practice courses.

Microcontrollers in their use can be found in various home appliances, such as appliances contained in the home, such as digital telephones, microwave ovens, televisions, washing machines, home security systems, PDAs [17]. Microcontrollers can be used for various applications for controllers, industrial automation, data acquisition, telecommunications, and others [18]. The advantage of using a microcontroller is that it is cheap, can be programmed repeatedly, and we can program according to our wishes. Currently the microcontroller families in the market are Intel 8048, and 8051(MCS51),
Motorola 68HC11, Microchip PIC, Hitachi H8, and Atmel AVR. The development of microcontrollers today is very widely used Arduino. Arduino is said to be a platform of physical computing that is open source. Arduino is not just a device/hardware but Arduino is a combination of hardware and software and integrated development environment (IDE) that is very open and has many references. So, in the development of robotics media trainers are very suitable in the selection of microcontrollers to be used.

The background of the problems that have been stated above, the development of learning media of robotics practice courses is considered important, because the related issues that can be identified are 1) The urgent need for lecturers and students to media the learning of robotics practice courses for students in order to meet the demands of learning. Charles Prosser’s theory that learning will be effective if implemented specifically and directly on the problem by following replicas that exist in the industry [11].

2. Research Methods

2.1. Research Approach

The type of research used is Research and Development (R&D). Research and Development method or called research and development is a research method used to produce products and test the validity, practicality, and effectiveness of the product [19]. This research will be conducted using the development of 4D Models namely (1) Definition, (2) Planning, (3) Development, (4) Deployment. From this research is expected to produce learning device products in the form of media trainer microcontroller Respondent-based robotics system that is valid, practical, and effective.

2.2. Sample and Material

The population of this research is students of Mechatronics Vocational Education at the Faculty of Engineering, Universitas Negeri Makassar. Some of the research samples needed include one to one trial of 3 (three) people, small group trials of 5 (five) people, and field trials of 19 people.

Then this research material is a Microcontroller Respondent-based Robotics Media Trainer. This trainer contains Arduino Uno and Node MCU controls and interfaces such as Robotic Arm, Line Follower Robot, Ultrasonic Sensor (Wall Follower Robot) Fire Sensor & Fan (Fire Extinguishing Robot), Flying Robot and Network Robot as well as additional devices as connection and control of the robot. This trainer was developed by combining all devices into one integrated board to facilitate the practical process.

Figure 1. Layout of Robotics Trainer Media.

Series creation using the application of making a series/module component to be used in the manufacture of trainers, the first thing to do is to choose the appropriate components in the manufacture of trainers. So that the placement of components and other devices in accordance with the size of trainers that have been made before.

Figure 2. Robotics Trainer Media Circuit.

Trainer is a very important tool in practicum, usually Trainers used in practicum do not need a program, but trainers that are made need a program to be able to communicate, the software used to create programs is the Arduino IDE, this software is designed to make programs using the C language. used to define the Arduino pin and the Node MCU pin must be in accordance with the circuit that has been made, these pins function to control the input value of the sensor and provide output to the devices on the trainer.

After designing the trainer, an Android application was also designed to function as Bluetooth communication and long-distance communication with robotic trainers. After the trainer has been completed, a
learning module or guide module will be made based on the composition of the material that has been made.

Figure 3. Robotics Trainer Media Programming

Figure 4. Robotics Trainer Media

2.3. Data Collection Techniques

The quality of the instrument determines the quality of the data collected later. To get a good instrument and obtain information about the validity, practicality, and effectiveness of trainers, researchers use the following instruments:

- Validation Questionnaire
  Validation questionnaires are used to obtain information about whether a product has been developed to support the defense process. Divided into two parts, namely media validation questionnaires of microcontroller Respondent-based robotics trainers and validation questionnaires of module materials for the use of microcontroller Respondent-based robotics trainers for users. The product being tested was later revised. The expert validator performs evaluations, provides corrections and suggestions on the devices used.
- Questionnaire
  Questionnaire is a list of written questions that require responses both conformity and discrepancy of the attitude. Questions and statements written on the questionnaire are based on indicators derived on each variable. The contribution of thought is very meaningful for the development of the concept of a systematic approach in determining the truth. This instrument is used to see the response of learners to know the expertise of trainers that have been developed.
- Test
  Tests are conducted at the beginning and end of the material and in the form of summative tests to measure competency achievement. The test model that will be presented is choice (multiple choice) to know the extent of the student’s ability after the product is tested. This test is intended to determine the effectiveness of microcontroller Respondent-based robotics trainers developed by looking at the assignment and understanding of the materials that have been delivered.

2.4. Data Analysis

The data analysis technique in this study is to use descriptive percentage analysis that describes the results of development, validator response, one to one trial results, small group trials and large group trials. These types of data analysis are described in more detail to answer each research question as follows:

- Microcontroller-based Robotics Trainer Practicality Data Analysis.
  The analysis of practicality data was obtained by considering the student response data obtained from the student response questionnaire to the Microcontroller-based Robotics Trainer. To state the practicality of the learning model products developed are analyzed descriptively with the criteria that have been modified contained in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85.01% - 100%</td>
<td>Very Practical</td>
<td>Very well used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.01% - 85.00%</td>
<td>Quite Practical</td>
<td>Pretty well used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.01% - 70.00%</td>
<td>Less Practical</td>
<td>Not good to use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.00% - 50.00%</td>
<td>Impractical</td>
<td>Not good to use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Microcontroller-Based Robotics Trainer Effectiveness Data Analysis.
  The test sheet in the form of pretest and posttest is given to students to measure the success of the implementation of Microcontroller-Based Robotics Trainer developed will
be analyzed descriptively by showing students’ grades before and after the implementation of Microcontroller-Based Robotics Trainer. The category of N-gain score can be determined based on N-gain value [20], as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N-Gain Score</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G &gt; 0.70</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.30 ≤ G ≤ 0.70</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G &lt; 0.30</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Result and Discussions

The practicality test phase is divided into three types of trials, namely one to one trial, small group trials and large groups. Small group trials involve 5 (five) learners to see their response and understanding after using microcontroller Respondent-based robotics trainers, if there is a good percentage of response then proceed to testing in large groups, if the implementation results are still below well then revisions will be made to be retested in small groups.

A large group of 19 people, the implementation is carried out the same as the implementation on the one-to-one test and a small group. The practicality of microcontroller Respondent-based robotics trainer media is determined by the instrument fill value, while the instrument used is an instrument that has been validated first by experts. The instrument contains four aspects of refining, namely the aspects of application, appearance, content/content, and language. Instruments will be given at 2 (two) stages, namely in small groups and large groups.

4.1. One to One Testing

One to one trial involves 3 (three) students as test subjects. The trial was conducted by means of researchers providing general explanations in the form of media introduction, module introduction, and installing applications on laptops and smartphones for Bluetooth connection and IoT connection. After the student successfully conducted the installation followed by the provision of introductory material on microcontroller Respondent-based robotics, the material is explained starting from 1 (one) introductory material to 8 (eight) experiments. Furthermore, 3 (three) students were asked to fill out an instrument questionnaire containing research columns and comments on microcontroller Respondent-based robotics media.

Based on Table 3 recapitulation of one-to-one trials obtained an average aspect of the application 89.58%, display 93.75%, content 84.52% and language 86.11%, so it can be concluded that microcontroller Respondent-based robotics trainer media is in the category is very practical so that it can be continued to small group trials.

4.2. Small and Large Group Testing (Practical Test)

Small group trials involve 5 (five) students as test subjects. The trial was conducted by means of researchers providing general explanations in the form of media introduction, module introduction, and installing applications on laptops and smartphones for Bluetooth connection and IoT connection. After the student successfully conducted the installation followed by the provision of introductory material on microcontroller Respondent-based robotics, the material is explained starting from 1 (one) introductory material to 8 (eight) experiments. Furthermore, 5 (five) students were asked to fill out an instrument questionnaire containing research columns and comments on microcontroller Respondent-based robotics media.

Large group trials involved 19 (nineteen) students as test subjects. The trials were conducted similarly to the process in small group trials, researchers gave general explanations in the form of media introduction, module introduction, and installing applications on laptops and smartphones for Bluetooth connection and IoT connection. After the student successfully conducted the installation followed by the provision of introductory material on microcontroller Respondent-based robotics, the material is explained starting from 1 (one) introductory material to 8 (eight) experiments. Furthermore, the 19 students were asked to fill out an instrument questionnaire containing research columns and comments on microcontroller Respondent-based robotics media.

Based on Table 4 recapitulation of small group trials obtained an average aspect of the application 90.00%, display 92.50%, content 91.43% and language 93.33%, so it can be concluded that microcontroller Respondent-based robotics trainer media is in the category is very practical so that it can be continued to large group trials. For the recapitulation of large group trials obtained the average aspect of the application 91.67%, display 95.83%, content 91.67% and language 91.67%, so it can be concluded that microcontroller Respondent-based robotics trainer media is in the category is very practical.
4.3. Testing the Effectiveness of Learning Media

Large groups in addition to the assessment of media practicality are also conducted data retrieval to know the effectiveness of the media. Effectiveness data obtained from the provision of training tests or training questions to students before and after the use of microcontroller Respondent-based robotics trainers. Before using the media, students were given multiple choice exercises as many as 30 questions done within 40 minutes (pre-test) and after using the media students were given back the same exercises with a different order of questions than before that were done within 40 minutes as well (post-test). The data obtained from this activity will determine the level of practicality of microcontroller Respondent-based robotics media and the results of the data can be seen in the following table.

### Table 4. Recapitulation Results from Pilot One to One Small and Large Group Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>% Average Group Test Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application/ Device</td>
<td>90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display</td>
<td>92.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>91.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>93.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 5 obtained the highest score on the pretest is 66.67 with the average student score is 47.01, and on the posttest obtained the highest score is 96.6 with the average student score is 79.82.

A normalized gain test (N-Gain) was conducted to determine the improvement of students’ cognitive learning outcomes after treatment. This increase is taken from the pretest and posttest scores that are called by students. Normalized gain or abbreviated as N-Gain is a comparison of the actual gain score with the maximum gain score [21]. The actual gain score is the gain score obtained by the student while the maximum gain score is the highest possible gain score for the student. The calculation of gain normalization (N-Gain) score can be expressed in the following formula:

\[
N - Gain = \frac{Score \ Posttest - Score \ Pretest}{Score \ Max - Score \ Pretest}
\]  

From the calculation obtained N-Gain value of 0.77 or in the high category, so it can be concluded that microcontroller-based robotics trainers have been effective in their use. Learning media is a means of delivering learning messages in relation to the direct learning model, namely by the way the teacher acts as a conveyor of information and in this case the teacher should use a variety of suitable media. Learning media is a tool for the teaching and learning process. Everything that can be used to stimulate thoughts, feelings, attention and abilities or skills of learners to encourage the learning process [22], [23].

For the teaching and learning process to be successful, students should be invited to take advantage of all the sensory organs [24]. The teacher tries to display stimuli or stimuli that can be processed by various senses. The more sensory organs used to receive and process information, the more likely it is that the information will be understood and can be retained in memory [25]. Thus, students are expected to receive and absorb well and easily the messages in the material presented. Levie and Levie concluded that visual stimuli produced better learning outcomes for tasks such as remembering, recognizing, and correlating facts and concepts [26]. Verbal stimuli provide more learning outcomes when learning involves sequential memory. Therefore, learning using multiple senses, namely sight and hearing will benefit students. Students will learn more material presented with sight and hearing stimuli.
4. Conclusion

Learning media is a component of learning resources or physical vehicles that contain instructional material in the student environment that can stimulate students to learn. To produce a quality learning process, there are many aspects that influence it. These aspects include professional teachers, teaching methods, conditions and learning aspects that are conducive to learning, and the use of instructional media. Variations in learning media should be able to create a quality learning process. Further research development can further deepen the knowledge of the Internet of Robotic Things and artificial intelligence (AI) in the use of microcontrollers, because the Internet of Robotic Things and AI are one of the areas of science that are very much needed in the era of the industrial revolution 4.0.
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